This paper draws on theories of franchising in examining the emergence of the UK Netball Superleague in 2005. The focus of the paper is to explore the development of an empowered franchise framework as part of England Netball's elite performance strategy and the consequences of the Superleague for player performance, team success, and commercial potential of the franchises. The findings from 22 in-depth interviews conducted between 2008-2011 with franchise personnel and sport media/marketing consultants inform the discussion. The paper further comments on the implications of the empowered franchise system for developing NGB elite performance strategies.
Introduction
Emerging in the late 19 th century as a sport "initially designed and traditionally administered as an activity for promoting appropriate forms of femininity" (Tagg, 2008, p 410), Netball is played by more than 20 million people in over 80 nations across the globe (INFA, 2011) . It is an invasion ball game predominantly played by girls and women between teams of 7 players. Played with a round ball, netball takes place on both indoor and outdoor rectangular courts (30.5m long/15.25m wide) and the objective of the game is to pass the ball between players on the same team scoring goals in the opposing team's net.
There are several versions of the game, some aimed at developing netball skills and knowledge for children (see for example High 5 in England, UK), and some at developing faster and more exciting performances at elite level (see for example the Fastnet World series). The traditional form of the game, played in international tests, lasts 60 minutes and is separated into 15-minute quarters. Governed by International Federation Netball Association (IFNA), the regular international schedule consists of three major competitions, the begins with an overview of elite performance strategies for sport in the UK noting the political context in which the NSL was developed. It then discusses the strategic planning processes underpinning the emergence of the NSL. We provide a brief overview of franchising in sport before examining the organisation and structure of the empowered franchise model in the NSL. The paper discusses the role of intrapreneurs in the management of franchises and explores the commercial potential of a franchising approach. The final commentary focuses on the challenges faced by managers in the franchise system and the implications of our observations for managers and researchers in the sport management field.
Performance Sport in the UK: Strategy, Governance and NGBs
Developing a strategy is at the core of sport management and is likely to influence the success of sport organisations (Amis, et al., 2004; . In the sense that strategy can be explained as the bridge between a sport organization and the environment in which it operates, a strategy involves decision making in relation to: the direction and scope of an organisation; resource capabilities; and stakeholder views . Strategy involves planning, the activities that need to be undertaken to implement a strategy, while 4 strategic management is the overlapping process of both strategy and planning activities (Minikin, 2012) .
Strategy, planning and strategic management functions cannot be separated from the principles of good governance in relation to transparency, accountability, democracy, responsibility, equity, efficiency and effectiveness (Henry &Lee, 2004) . For example, as Mowbray (2012) argues, in achieving effective standards of planning, any board must allocate their efforts towards thinking strategically about a sport organization. Governance can be usefully thought of as a "means-ends relationship"; a set of processes that are concerned with "defining ends and controlling means to achieve ends" (Gammelsaeter, 2010,p 570 ). Strategy and planning, then, are a means by which a sports organisation can achieve a defined end. Governance and hence strategy are principally driven by context (Gammelsaeter, 2010) .
Most recently, strategies for elite performance sport in the UK have been framed by political and financial concerns about the management of NGBs. In the UK sporting system, at least two decades of fragmented organisation and policy-making have led to a range of accusations of bad governance, complex and chaotic funding practices, lack of effective strategy and inadequate short-term initiatives (Dutton, 2009) . Failures in the organisational and financial governance of UK sport organisations have led to modernisation reforms aimed at strategy, planning and strategic management in relation to resource-efficiency, outcomeeffectiveness and inclusive-progressive policy delivery (Birkbeck Sport Business Centre, 2010; Grix, 2009; Harrison, 2010; McDonald, 2005 England, 2004 . Over the past 7 years, England Netball reforms have been far reaching and emphasise on-going modernisation in the areas of elite performance, talent development and mass participation. Since 2005, annual reports published by England Netball have emphasised the importance of elite performance strategies highlighting, for example, the importance of the National Coaching Framework for Young People to deliver an effective competition structure for long term athlete development (England Netball, 2007) and the appointment of a National Talent Manager to direct talent development (England Netball, 2008 
Franchising in Sport
The term franchising has been used to cover a wide range of business relationships reflecting a growing trend for new commercial systems and opportunities in a range of sectors (Fulop, 2000; Lashley & Morrison, 2000) . Franchising has a history of development from the late 19 th century with a significant growth phase evident in the USA during the economic boom of the 1950s, where franchising systems became widely employed in the hospitality service sector for the management of hotels and restaurants (Fulop, 2000; Taylor, 2000) . With the globalization of US-led franchises in hotels (e.g. Holiday Inns), coffee retailing (e.g. Starbucks) and fast food (e.g. McDonalds) franchising has developed as an important business model in the UK service sector. As Fulop (2000) and Lashley and Morrison (2000) explain, the most common method of franchising is the business format franchise characterised by: permission from the franchisor to the franchisee to sell branded goods and services; provision of an established and effective method of operation that includes a system of on-going management support; fee payment by the franchisee to the franchisor; and legal distinction between franchisee and franchisor.
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There is a degree of salience in the business format model and commercial professional sport in the USA and Europe. Sport franchises are most commonly associated with the North American male professional leagues in baseball (MLB), ice hockey (NHL), basketball (NBA) and American football (NFL). The extant literature on sport franchises tends to focus on the economics of these sports (Gratton& Taylor, 2000; Lavoie, 2000) , applying theoretical concepts of the firm, micro-economic principles of business behaviour modelling and various statistical analyses in understanding the market structure of sport (see Scully, 1995) and the organization and management of particular sport businesses (see Quirk & Fort, 1992; Rosner & Shropshire, 2011) . There is also a field of sociological study concerned with the impact of major sport franchises on cities/regions (see Schimmel et al., 1993 ).
For Johnson (1996 Johnson ( , 1998 ) the acquisition of sport franchises at major and minor levels has become the ubiquitous endeavour of politicians and sports entrepreneurs in the USA and Europe. The highest level and biggest sports operating within a franchise framework are teams privately owned by wealthy individuals or partnerships but can also be part of very large corporations. Furthermore, successful professional sports franchises are hugely profitable ventures. The annual revenue generated by the largest US professional sport, the NFL peaked at $8.48 billion in 2010 with an average NFL franchise valued over $1 billion (Hambrecht et al, 2011) . Such sport businesses operate as monopolies while receiving a host of federal and state tax breaks, make extensive use of playing venues and facilities subsidised by public funds and are managed within a system of profit maximisation obtaining revenue through gate receipts, media funding, stadium revenue (hospitality, advertising and leasing), and licensing fees and merchandising (Branch Jnr, 2008; Eitzen, 2009; Sage & Eitzen, 2008; Schaffer, 2006; Scherer & Jackson, 2004 ). Professional sport franchises, then, reflect more closely the "traditional military structure" of the business format franchising founded upon formal mechanistic procedures required for efficiency and controllability (Lashley, 2000, p 96 ). The next section considers the NSL as an example of an empowered franchise model.
The Empowered Franchise Model in the NSL
The following discussion draws on evidence generated via 22 semi-structured in- NSL franchises reflect some of the broad theoretical principles of franchising. In the first instance, each is bound by contractual responsibilities to the franchisor, title sponsor and media conglomerate responsible for televising the games (SKYSPORTS). There is a franchise agreement; a type of contract explained to us by one sports marketing agent (Tim)
as a set of "general regulations relating to the Netball Superleague tournament". This contract sets out the rules by which England Netball expect the NSL to operate and detail the requirements of the franchisees in relation to: establishment of the league; ownership, management and control; NSL objectives, season, notation and competition rules; the League
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Management Committee and its annual meeting with England Netball; commercial agreements, goodwill and intellectual property rights; franchisee benefits; insurance; finance and accounts; renewal and withdrawal; and discipline and liability. The contract also provides a legal distinction between the franchisor and the franchisee which could serve to protect the interests of both parties should it be required. Furthermore, the structure of the NSL provides the opportunity for this network of franchises to operate as an elite sports competition and a comprehensive pathway for performance. Finally, England Netball grant permission to franchises to establish and manage a team that is eligible to play in the NSL, effectively giving permission to sell the Superleague brand; a kind of trademark in Ferrand and McCarthy's (2009) terms. In studies of the structural characteristics of sports organisations three defining dimensions have been identified: specialization, standardization and centralization (Slack & Hinings, 1987; Kikulis et al, 1989; Theordoraki& Henry, 1994) . We draw on these dimensions in our analysis of the NSL finding that there are varying and overlapping features of each in the resultant empowered franchise framework. The core feature of the NSL franchise system is that it operates within a flexible framework in which success is connected to relatively personal strategies and choices, and/or collaborative partnerships. This is an "empowered franchisee" model (Lashley, 2000, p 92 ) which represents a shift from the centralized hierarchical model of the business format franchise to one which is decentralized and informal and whereby different franchise are characterised by high degrees of diversity in terms of organization environment and their own structural characteristics of specialization and standardization.
From Centralisation to Decentralisation
Centralisation refers to the extent of involvement in hierarchical decision making.
When one considers that the Board of England Netball took the decision to develop the NSL, create the franchise system and define the contractual details it is possible to argue that the 12 system has a centralised chain of command. Individual franchise personnel do not take a core part in England Netball's strategic decision making about elite performance. There is a larger network of scouting and/or nomination for talent identification and access to performance pathways at county, regional and national levels in which players can be selected and deselected at any time. The overall performance strategy in relation to rankings targets for National Teams, selection and management of England squads, Excel Performance Pathways and anti-doping regulations rests with England Netball in what could be described as a "functional hierarchy of authority" (Kikulis et al., 1989, p 134) . The NSL franchise system is one aspect of a performance strategy in which England Netball's vision is now to become the number 1 ranked team in the world in the next 10 years (England Netball, 2012) .
However, there is evidence of decentralising processes within the franchise framework in which many decisions about the NSL franchises are made at lower levels of the hierarchy by franchise personnel. Apart from deciding which franchises can operate within the NSL and providing an overarching set of contract regulations for the NSL which states that England Netball own the league and retain intellectual property and commercial rights, franchises are relatively free to make decisions about the organisation and structure of their franchises. This means that selection of players, franchised-based commercial activity and administrative decisions lie with franchise management personnel. As one head coach explained "my job here is to get the best players I can to the franchise.....we want to create an ethic of training, dedication, performance and success ....the franchise decides how that happens". This is in contrast to other examples of franchise-based sports leagues that have increasingly adopted cartel-like features and are characterised by monopoly power (Stewart et al, 2005) .
This aspect of the decentralised nature of the NSL franchise model means that decision-making processes that impact on the on-court performance and off-court 
Standardisation and Informalization
Standardisation and by association, formalization, refers to the extent to which employees are guided by policies and procedures. In short, standardisation concerns the rule- there's no set systems or processes in place and I had asked from the outset is there any kind of league manual or information plan, communication plan on how this league runs, but the entire league progress has been on emails from day one….what I'm now doing is preparing an event manual and our franchise manual, one will be the franchise operational logistics and one will be the actual day-to-day event manual.
These informal processes of operation are framed by the existence of formal franchise aims. The dominant and central business interest of franchises is player performance and team success. To some extent informalization can make a contribution to the formal strategic elite performance objectives of England Netball because all the franchises have a common and formalised goal to improve the quality of performance. There is potential to nurture the informal processes that have merged in obtaining such goals where it contributes to high levels of motivation within particular franchise management systems. Such high levels of motivation are one way to ensure quality of individual and team performances. For example, the performance sport agenda, encapsulated in the franchise operation, directly connects to financial resourcing, visibility/profile, and more specifically to the adoption and maintenance of systematic, scientific and professional processes in elite athlete development models (Green & Oakley, 2001) . Such elite performance models were described by several of our respondents. For example, Helen (Head Coach) noted that:
The franchise is about . 
Specialisation and Diversity
Specialisation refers to the extent to which job roles and activities are internally variable and the degree to which individual employees are directed towards sets of specifically defined tasks. Like other amateur sports organisations, England Netball operates through a series of specialized professional (paid) and volunteer (unpaid) roles connected to management, administration and coaching. We found also that the precise organization of each netball franchise, the business models, and presentation of games, is also characterised by a high degree of horizontal specialisation reflecting the skills, experiences and values of those managing the franchises and playing in them. Such specialisation has intensified since the inception of the franchises. Simon (Franchise Manager) explained:
I mean in the first couple of years we had a lot more say in it, but now we're regulated a lot more and clamped down, basically because it didn't work. England Netball organised the year and no-one was very organised, it was all franchises ringing each other and sorting stuff out…The first couple of years I was very hands on doing absolutely everything but our departments been restructured so a lot of the PR, marketing, advertising will go to a specific team that's going to be in charge of all those.
Another interviewee (Michael) indicated the development of specialised roles over time illustrating the centrality of the performance goal saying:
My role currently is Performance Sport Manager but before that it was Team Manager so that included everything from performance sport to events to income generation to sponsorship, community engagement. Obviously that portfolio work has really broadened over the last 4 or 5 years and new staff members have come in now to look 16 at those areas of community income generation, community events etc, so my role's now been sort of narrowed down, but at the same time it gives us an opportunity to really develop more quality around the performance agenda.
While there appears to be increasing horizontal specialisation, the number of levels of specialisation in the organisation of each franchise, the vertical specialisation is low.
Different people have specialised jobs but there is a flat hierarchy of command. There appears to be no single person within the franchises to whom everyone if responsible. For example, Harriet explained: "we all put a bit in to it and we've sort of got our own roles. We didn't say -you're doing this and you're doing that…you're in charge".
The specialised nature of roles and activities within franchises is also shaped by particular aspect of difference and diversity in terms of the overall approach to management.
Franchise personnel appeared to be managing towards a range of diverse objectives and targets. For example, in one University-based franchise, a manager (Matt) explained:
We work by the NSL rules ..then we've got our own targets for the franchise...and a whole range of different objectives and projects ....including performance sport but also events, sponsorship, working in the community, and all those different agendas.
A partner in one franchise that was sponsored by a city/regional organisation (Fiona) noted that:
The franchise works for us as a way of promoting the city ..there is a vibrancy in this city around netball ... that was our hook for wanting to be a part of the NSL....developing netball and promoting the city ...as a place for high level netball ...and a place to visit.
For some franchises commercial imperatives overlapped with an ethos of on-court success.
This was emphasised by a franchise manager (Graham) who noted that: (Fulop, 2000) .This is the purpose of the League Management Committee. One Sports Marketing Consultant (Tim) explained his role on, and the character of, the committee as "the operational committee of the competition ...an entity that really is the guardian of the rules and regulations in a playing sense of the competition and for which I am strategic advisor if you like. I conduct the end of season league review which involves going round each of the franchises and seeing how they're doing on and off court and drawing conclusions from that which are then fed back in to the strategic development of the competition".
To an extent, the empowered model within which NSL franchises have emerged allows them to be associated with a reputation and named brand whilst having the freedom to operate in a "controlled, assisted and supported environment" (Fulop, 2000, p 27) . As described by Lashley (2000) , empowered franchises represent a "symbiotic relationship in which both the franchisor and the franchisee are experts" (p 101 witnessed and heard about extremely motivated personnel committed to the development of elite players for franchise and national team success. But there is also a developing business logic defining the operation of franchises. NSL franchises cannot be defined as commercial in the strictest sense of the term. In other words they are not for-profit, nor are they solely concerned with making money (Gammelsaeter, 2010) . However, alongside the performance ethos there are commercial influences, which in our view, are characterised by the emergence of netball intrapreneurs. In the following discussion we explore further the way that high levels of motivation and intrepreneurial skill are central to success in the franchising system.
Netball Intrapreneurs
The groups who have entered into the UK NSL franchise system have done so voluntarily and some of the key personnel involved at franchise level can be thought of, in Morrison's (2000) terms, as intrapreneurs. Intrapreneurs represent a type of "internalized entrepreneurship" sharing many of the characteristics of entrepreneurs in terms of commitment, motivation and creativity; however, they operate within the collective culture of the system (Lashley, 2000, p 71 In Pinchot's (1985) landmark work, the intrapreneur is conceptualised as the "intracorporate entrepreneur" (p xii), the internal entrepreneur. The intrapreneur is employed and located within the organisational set up but has the freedom and incentive to construct and develop their own ideas for their own profit. As the previous quote shows, the significance of such a role within the NSL franchises is in the ability to develop innovative practices for the success of one's own ideas as well as that of the broader commercial viability of netball franchises.
To an extent, some franchise personnel are "imaginative action takers" who "circumvent or even sabotage the formal systems that supposedly manage innovation" (Pinchot's, 1985, p. xi).Some franchise managers like Harry illustrated the ways it was possible to harness business practices that are new to the UK netball culture in order to engender performance and commercial success:
We wanted to pay the athletes, to bring in the best players and develop a quality 
Commercial Potential of the UK Netball Superleague
The relationship between sport and commerce has a long and complex history and scholarly work in the field is wide ranging. Slack (2004) argues that the strengthening links between sport and commercialisation are one of the most dominant features of modern sport.
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While netball has developed within a framework of amateurism and remains an amateur game at all levels, the elite level is now characterised by desires to embrace, or an inability to avoid, commercial imperatives as a source of revenue (Forster, 2006) . This point was explicitly raised by a sports marketing consultant (Tim) who explained that one of the objectives of the NSL was "very much directed to towards increasing the marketing and commercial profile of netball as a whole in terms of attracting sponsors, attracting commercial revenues, raising the profile in media terms". To this end, initial efforts have proved relatively successful, with the NSL securing a title sponsor each season and brokering a deal with SKYSPORTS to provide regular media coverage of the games.
We are specifically concerned in this part of the paper with the character of the commercial potential offered through the empowered franchise system evident in the NSL.
We use the term commercialisation here to signal the use of sport to produce an income and we illustrate that franchising represents a commercial operating system related to income generation which is increasingly being harnessed in the NSL. We focus on the evidence of opportunity to harness commercial principles rather than an account of any specific amounts of profitability. Commercialisation of the NSL franchises is supported through the previously mentioned franchise contract regulations that set out specific franchisee benefits in this regard. Specifically, the franchisee benefits are intended to enable commercial activity within individual franchises. Rights to develop and commercially exploit a team name, identity and logo are held by each individual franchise, as are; rights to secure franchise / secondary sponsorships, to acquire local intra-regional broadcast coverage for home matches, to record and exploit the sale of recorded games and to retain ticket sale and merchandising revenues.
Some franchise personnel are particularly motivated by the opportunity to make commercial decisions. Pippa (Franchise Media Marketing Manager) whose marketing skills had been 22 developed through work in the media explained her ability to capitalise on these franchise benefits saying:
You have to go for the whole market approach to sell the franchise ....getting the players exposure ....on TV, radio, papers ... our website is superb ... our kit looks good ....there are lots of other things like road shows ..to maintain visibility in the market.
Furthermore, Harry (Franchise Manager) was clear about the potential of netball franchises to develop and exploit commercial profits saying:
The netball franchise is a perfect way to sell our brand of sports facility. We know the biggest spenders in leisure/sport are Mums and that there is also a participation challenge in getting and keeping young girls involved in physical activity and sport and so netball seemed the perfect way to make money and encourage activity.
There is a view amongst those managing the franchises that the NSL in the UK could be more commercial. As Harry (Franchise Manager) noted "the game has great potential to be a really good TV sport, develop its commercial focus and range and scope and it can certainly be used in brand marketing if franchises are led well". One consequence of the decentralised, informal and differentiated structure of the empowered franchise framework in netball, then, is the encouragement of innovative and visionary business ideas intended to maximise commercial imperatives.
The empowered franchise framework that we have discussed reflects aspects of the broader rationale for franchising improve3 commercial aspects of an organisation: (1) market penetration; (2) capital/income generation; (3) commercial viability (Forward & Fulop, 1996) . In terms of market penetration the UK NSL was conceived as a way to promote and develop the elite brand of the game. One marketing consultant [Tim] involved in the initial development of the NSL stated that:
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The objectives for the competition were very much for the development of talent and performance ...but the other side was very much directed towards increasing the marketing and commercial profile of the sport as a whole in terms of visibility....sponsors, commercial revenues, media visibility terms and in general awareness terms.
In terms of the first commercial aspect of franchising, (market penetration) the importance of penetrating the sports market with a competitive female team sport was also highlighted by public relations executives working for England Netball in 2008/09. Beth, for example noted that:
Through the Superleague we want to raise the profile of the sport. When people actually go to the super league games, men especially, they're quite impressed by how fast and physical it is and I guess... they wouldn't expect to see the netball that they see at super league.
Several franchise managers echoed the idea that the NSL was a structure that would enable the game to develop into a more high profile women's sport that would then have the potential to grow in the commercial market of sport. Graham (Franchise Manager) for example explained that the franchise was "a business for us ....we've finished in the black which is a big bonus...there is commercial potential....I do consider myself a businessman here"
For some of the personnel responsible for the franchises in our study, the business of netball is linked to specifically to the second and third commercial dimensions of franchising, capital generation and commercial viability. Harry (Franchise Manager) made this point clear by saying "I wanted to do this right -in a business sense. This was all about selling our brand ...pay the athletes ...sell out games".
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Some franchises were more focused and effective in establishing themselves as profitable. The commercial potential of these franchises were described by one sports marketing consultant as:
Absolutely top notch....because there is nothing within those franchises that they don't know the price of or the value of, and they sell it (netball) very effectively to the extent that they are probably the franchises that make a profit year in and year out because they run on very commercial lines.
Potential forms of income generation come variously from ticket sales, merchandising, and the provision of netball coaching services at day events or weekly coaching schools. The precise level of income generation varies between the franchises. Several franchises commonly ran at a loss, but a strong theme from our interviews was connected to developing strategies to enhance the commercial viability of the franchises over time. Netball remains an amateur sport, principally organised and funded within the system of NGB management in UK Sport. Yet, we argue that the objective to improve the quality and consistency of the elite game through the NSL was certainly rooted in a long-term vision for the game to develop along commercial lines. Commercial influences have entered the game more strongly with the inception of the NSL. This brings an additional logic to the culture of netball in the UK such that there is a synthesis of commercial, intrapreneurial and performance interests (O'Brien & Slack, 2004) . This might be usefully defined as a pluralist franchise logic (see Gammelsaeter, 2010) .
The NSL Empowered Franchise Model: The Need to Manage Strategic Change in Elite Performance
We would not wish to suggest that all franchises employ commercially driven intrapreneurs or are characterised by commercial and on-court performance success. Nor are we claiming that the franchisee relationships with England Netball are inherently or necessarily harmonious. In such a dynamic environment where change is being driven by a network of political, economic and social forces, netball management personnel are being continually challenged with leading and adapting to change. While positive business arrangements characterise some of the franchisor-franchisee relationships, there can be challenges for both parties. We provide examples of the tensions within the NSL franchise system that have been revealed in our research. We argue that such issues should be addressed by relevant personnel within the franchises and at England Netball if the League is to be a sustainable one that can continue to enhance elite performance, attract players to the game from grass roots, and fulfil its commercial potential. Following McGraw et al. (2012) there appears to be no waning in the scale and scope of change in sports organizations and managers need to have considerable expertise in understanding and coping with such change.
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There is evidence from our interviews that demands connected to cost, time and labour can be underestimated by franchisors. Where tensions arise, the franchisee needs an effective forum for raising on-going concerns about the quality of continued support from the franchisor, the rigorousness of the business concepts and the capability of other franchisees in the network. Pippa (Media Marketing Manager,) noted, for example:
It's everybody's responsibility to ensure the Superleague is a sustainable commercial product. That doesn't mean England netball are just making that happen, the franchises make it happen too. It's got to come from the top (the NGB). OK there is some support but in the franchises there isn't the (business) knowledge out there yet.
I'm working to help England Netball now. They appreciate that the Superleague as a product needs to change. It needs to be marketed better, there needs to be more 27 consistency across franchises. You can't just have one franchise with a good product, business, media profile, team of players. Consistency has to happen now.
The problems of a decentralised, informal and diverse franchise structure are, then, connected to inconsistent management practices and a dependence on individual intrapreneurs for strong leadership. Freedom to manage does not always create a consistent product particularly in relation to match day experiences. For example, our interviews found that while franchises are required to provide the visiting team with post match hospitality such as hot food on
Franchise Business Manager (Claire) noted "well we provide 2 pasta dishes and rice...you know...of nutritional value to these elite players and you go somewhere else and you get a slice of pizza". The creation of a netball spectacle on match days is also variable with some franchises providing a pre-match, interval and post match entertainment of a higher quality than others. For example,Heather (Media-marketing manager) compared their game day experience to those at other franchises by saying:
I go on the mic here, do the Mexican wave, have a drum going and get crowds shouting. We raffle a signed team shirt or ball and all the kids get excited and want to win. We have a prize for the best cheerers. It really is good. Then we go to other places and it's just so flat. They are very well funded so they don't even actively sell any tickets. Some away games are poor, they don't bother -they don't have to.
Furthermore, in terms of on the court performance, in a system that does not draft the best players nationally to different franchises but allows individual franchises to attract players, (Quirk &Fort, 1992) . Such an approach, though is contrary to the decentralised, informalizedand diverse character of the empowered franchise model and shifts the organisational logic of the NSL to more of a "master-servant" relationship characteristic of leagues that exhibit monopoly power processes (Stewart, Nicholson &Dickson, 2005 ).
Fulop (2000) surmises, "a franchise is a partnership, albeit an unequal one, and it has been the difficulties of coping with the complexities of this arrangement, and the potential for Brunel University have given us fantastic support over the years. We know they like being associated with a Superleague team for the media profile and the great public 29 relations they get from it. But it's a lot of money and they cannot commit it all....only about half. It's not enough for a franchise to operate. We need to explore all our other options.
While the tensions here are not directly between the franchisee (Brunel Hurricanes) and the Franchisor (England Netball) they do illustrate potential problems in the complex partnership arrangements resulting from the decentralized, informal and diverse organization that characterises the empowered franchise model. As Forward and Fulop (1996) indicate, operating a business within a network of franchised and managed relationships is often difficult because the decentralized organisation that is so central to the franchising concept is juxtaposed to the centralized management of already established corporate groups. Although Forward and Fulop's (1996) discussion is connected to big-business corporations, such tensions between franchisor and franchisee, as we have shown, are evident in the NSL system. Still, problems in franchise relationships can also engender renewal in any franchise system.
As a result of the problems experienced in the Brunel Hurricanes franchise a new franchise emerged in 2010; Surrey Storm. Supported by the CEO of a major sport park facility the rationale for the franchise was threefold; "to make money and sell our sport brand, to develop women's elite sport and to encourage female participation in netball" (Harry, Franchise Manager). Thus, the renewal process in this example favoured the commercial franchise, something illustrated in the most recent award of franchise status to teams for the 2012 season, all of which have stronger commercial partnership arrangements than previous franchises. Indeed, the 2012 NSL incorporated changed franchise line-up, a new title sponsor (FIAT) and the final was contested by Northern Thunder and Surrey Storm, two franchises that have employed a more commercial approach to operations, perhaps indicating a more coherent synthesis of commercial and performance objectives.
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Conclusion
As the UK NSL enters its 8 th year of operation, it is maturing in terms of its franchisebased organisation and structure. Changes to the League membership and format continue to focus on developing elite performance and success of the England team. There are also strengthening commercial imperatives within the franchise structure. The empowered franchise framework of the NSL is a decentralised organisational model characterised by different levels of standardisation and specialisation across the franchises. An empowered franchise model may produce inconsistent management practices and a dependence on individual intrapreneurs for strong leadership, but for netball in the UK the NSL franchise system is enhancing performance of elite players and improving the results of the England team in international competition.
One key concern can be raised in relation to our analysis of the NSL in this paper. As the performance strategy framing the NSL was implemented there were additional radical changes to the overall structure of grass roots participation and competition with the former inter-county competition being dissolved to make way for an expanded club based national system (The Premier League), the inception of the National Talent League (regionally and franchise-based teams for talented 14-19 year olds), as well as the inclusion of the national schools competition. Arguably such strategies were formulated with little direct engagement with the views of the wide England Netball membership. Such strategic change is best described as a radical turnaround managed by directive command. It remains to be seen what impact such changes have had on participation in netball across the UK. This leads us to emphasise that there is an emerging research agenda around Netball in the UK which are connected to the four broad themes: management of performance of netball; management of human resources in netball; marketing of netball and economics of the game.
